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Constructs that constrict

Every December, Mary and I spend seven days on the Queen Mary 2, traversing the North Atlantic from
London to New York. It is an incredible experience; I want to be on that exact trip every year until I die.
This year we took my four-year-old grandson, Benjamin. Prior to leaving, I determined that I would assume
a new role in Benjamin’s life; in addition to being his favorite adult playmate I would become his tutor.
So I developed a plan. Every day after lunch, we would meet for one hour to study mathematics,
vocabulary, and other subjects, then go swimming, then take a nap. If he completed that quadfecta (eat,
study, swim, nap), he would get a present (I felt it necessary to include some extrinsic motivation).
When working on addition and subtraction we used our ten fingers as the main teaching tool. It’s amazing
what you can teach using your ten digits (and math can get more involved when you include toes).
Which reminded me of an interesting, hypothetical connection that Fred Hoyle (a famous British
astronomer) made about our fingers and computers. Hoyle speculated that if we had been born with eight
digits instead of ten, we would have adopted octal arithmetic instead of decimal arithmetic. (He assumed
that early humans learned the basics of math using their ten fingers just like Benjamin did on the trip.)
Since 8 is a power of 2, we would have discovered binary arithmetic early on and since electronic
computers are built on binary numbers, we might have invented computers a century earlier than we did.
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to our world can also restrict our thinking. Our division of time—24 hours in a day,
365 days in a year—is helpful but highly suggestive and can become deterministic.
We inherit structures and systems from the past that both assist and mislead.
For instance, do you know why American trains run on tracks 4 ft 8.5 inches wide? You’re not going to
believe the answer. Click here to read all about it.
https://aviationhumor.net/the-us-standard-railroad-gauge-is-4-feet-8-5-inches/
Do you know why the letters on our computer keyboards are arranged very inefficiently, such that it slows
down our typing speed? Because when mechanical typewriters were first invented people could type
faster than the mechanics could accommodate (are you old enough to remember the levers getting
jammed before they struck the page?) so engineers designed the keyboard in such a way as to slow down
the typing. More efficient keyboards have been developed but people refuse to learn a new approach.
Beware of constructs that constrict. We’re helpless to change most of them (railroad tracks, keyboards),
but some of them can be altered.
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